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Writers and Palestine review: When bearing witness becomes a 

challenge 

Jeff Sparrow, Published: August 4 2017 - 12:15AM, MIDDLE EAST 

Kingdom of Olives and Ash: Writers Confront the Occupation 
Eds., Michael Chabon & Ayelet Waldman ,4th Estate, $27.99 

This Is Not a Border: Reportage and Reflection from the Palestine Festival of Literature 
Eds., Ahdaf Soueif & Omar Robert Hamilton, Bloomsbury, $24.99 

In 1937, the poet and heiress Nancy Cunard sent a message (signed by a galaxy of literary stars) to "the 
writers and poets of England, Scotland, Ireland and Wales" inquiring about their attitudes to the Spanish Civil 
War. "Are you for, or against, the legal Government and the People of Republican Spain?" it asked. "Are you 
for, or against, Franco and Fascism?" 

The collated responses duly appeared as Authors Take Sides on the Spanish Civil War – an iconic literary 
intervention into 20th-century politics. The ghost of Nancy Cunard haunts the two new books about 
Palestine, the quintessential crisis from the last century stubbornly unresolved in our own.  

In Kingdom of Olives and Ash, Ayelet Waldman (author of, most recently, A Really Good Day) and Michael 
Chabon (Moonglow) collect the testimony of authors who visited Palestine/Israel in 2016 in delegations 
facilitated by the Israeli NGO Breaking the Silence, while, in This is Not a Border, Ahdaf Soueif and Omar 
Robert Hamilton present pieces emerging from the Palestine Festival of Literature, an event that, since 2008, 
has tried to offer a world-class literary event in defiance of Israeli occupation.  

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/writers-and-palestine-review-when-bearing-witness-becomes-a-challenge-20170727-gxk0i5.html
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"Because of the circumstances under which it operates," Soueif and Hamilton explain, "PalFest is more or 
less structured afresh each year. We can never be certain which spaces or roads will be open to us or what 
the difficulties we'll face will be. Sometimes our events are closed down or made very hard to get to." 

Visiting writers are thus subjected (albeit briefly) to the bureaucratic oppression endured by the locals, an 
experience that many participants clearly found overwhelming. 

"What we witnessed," writes Michael Ondaatje, "in the Palestinian territories – in Hebron, in Jerusalem, in 
Haifa and other cities – during our time there with PalFest was an almost complete erasure of human rights 
– the rights of movement, the rights of ownership, of homes and land. The humiliation and limitations of 
Palestinians were so blunt and evident one cannot believe that they still exist in our 21st century, and still 
continue unimpeded and unprotested."  

"[W]hat I learned in those few days," says Monty Python's Michael Palin, "will stay with me for the rest of my 
life." 

In their introduction to Kingdom of Olives and Ash, Waldman and Chabon acknowledge a reluctance to 
engage with the subject of Israel, the country in which Waldman was born.  

"We didn't want to edit this book," they say. "We didn't want to write or even think, in any kind of sustained 
way, about Israel and Palestine, about the nature and meaning of occupation, about intifadas and 
settlements ..." 

That sense of compulsion – a perception of injustice so extreme as to render silence or evasion inexcusable – 
runs throughout the collection, with participants palpably stunned by what they witnessed. 

Dave Eggers writes of Gaza, which is bordered on the north by a 7.5-metre wall separating it from Israel, on 
the east by a moat and an electrified fence, on the south by another huge wall demarcating Egypt, and on 
the west by the Mediterranean Sea (patrolled by the Israeli and Egyptian navies).  

"Gaza is a prison," he says, "and about 1.8 million people live inside this prison." 

Hari Kunzru discusses the weaponisation of history in East Jerusalem, with dubious archaeology employed to 
drive Palestinians from the "City of David", while Emily Raboteau describes Israelis appropriating not only 
land but, increasingly, water, as so-called settlers extract the great bulk of liquid contained in the Western 
Aquifer Basin. 

In his own contribution, Chabon remarks upon the colour-coding of vehicle licence plates in the West Bank: 
one of the first things, he says, a visitor notices. 

"On cars owned by Palestinians they were white; the plates of Israelis (or licensed tourists) are yellow. 
Yellow gives drivers access, in their brand new Hyundais or Skodas, to a system of excellent highways that 
bypass and isolate the towns and villages of the occupied, with their white plates, and their older cars, and 
their pitted blacktops thwarted by checkpoints and roadblocks." 

Not surprisingly, writers in both books draw comparisons with another regime that, once upon a time, 
demarcated where certain ethnic groups could and could not travel.  In This is Not a Border, Rachel Holmes 
(a biographer and cultural historian) recalls growing up in South Africa in the '70s, back when the apartheid 
state looked admiringly at its Israeli ally as a kindred spirit "situated in a predominantly hostile world 
inhabited by dark peoples". 

J.M. Coetzee, another writer of a South African origins, suggests that describing Israel today with the A-word 
leads to an unproductive semantic debate.  

But then he adds: "Apartheid was a system of enforced segregation based on race or ethnicity put in place 
by an exclusive self-defined group in order to consolidate colonial conquest, in particular to cement its hold 
on the land and on natural resources. To speak of Jerusalem and the West Bank, we see a system of 
enforced segregation put in place by an exclusive self-defined group to consolidate a colonial conquest, in 
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particular to maintain and indeed extend its hold on the land and its natural resources. Draw your own 
conclusions." 

In his essay for Kingdom of Olives and Ash, Mario Vargas Llosa, the giant of Peruvian letters, emphasises his 
own long history as a defender of Israel, before arguing that, because of the Occupation, "Israel has lost the 
prestige and honour it once had". He opposes academic boycotts on the basis that universities offer a foci of 
resistance to the policies of the Right; he emphasises the importance of "righteous men" like Amos Oz, David 
Grossman and other figures from the Israeli left. 

But it's difficult to come away from these two books with much faith that the traditional "two states" 
solution – the perspective repeated endlessly by liberals around the world – remains a possibility. In both 
collections, writers remark on how the infrastructure of the Occupation cuts the territory on which a future 
Palestine might conceivably be based into impossibly narrow ribbons. 

"I had been imagining 'settlements' as small beleaguered outposts on the tops of some hills," says Brigid 
Keenan, "but in fact they are huge towns with high rise buildings that cover every single hilltop, all running 
into each other to make one vast urban sprawl dominating the country. Why don't we all know this? It 
seems like an incredibly well-guarded secret … As for the idea of demolishing any of them – dream on. No 
one is going to be able to dismantle any of these illegal towns." 

The poet W.H. Auden, who lent his name to Nancy Cunard's letter, later quipped of the Spanish cause: "That 
movement will fail; the intellectuals are supporting it." 

When it comes to Palestine, it's easy to share Auden's cynicism about literary gestures. Yet if writers can't, in 
and of themselves, end the Occupation, they can, at least, convey something of what it means.  

"What can I do?" Eimear McBride asks the Palestinian women she meets, who are despairing both at Israeli 
brutality and at the bankruptcy of the leadership provided by Hamas.  "Nothing," they tell her, "except go 
home and tell everyone what you have seen and heard." 

Kingdom of Olives and Ash and This is Not a Border are, then, books in which writers bear witness. Of course, 
by bearing witness, they're also throwing down a challenge. 

Kingdom of Olives and Ash opens with a sensitive essay by Geraldine Brooks. She is, however, the only 
Australian represented in the two books. 

"[I]t is impossible any longer to take no side," wrote Cunard in 1937 – and the same might be said of 
Palestine in 2017. Which side will Australian writers take? Increasingly, it's a question that will be asked.  

Jeff Sparrow is a writer and broadcaster. His most recent book is No Way But This: In Search of Paul 
Robeson (Scribe). He is a guest at Melbourne Writers Festival. 

This story was found at: http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/books/writers-and-palestine-review-when-
bearing-witness-becomes-a-challenge-20170727-gxk0i5.html 
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James Packer tightens virtual reality ties with Inception 

investment 

Colin Kruger, CBD, Published: August 3 2017 - 12:15AM 

James Packer may have been keeping a low profile in Israel thanks to the corruption investigations 
surrounding his buddy, Israeli PM Benjamin Netanyahu, but he is obviously still an avid fan of the country's 
tech start-ups. 
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Packer was named as one of the investors in Inception, a Tel Aviv start-up that is making waves with its 3D 
and virtual reality (VR) content. 

And given the year Packer has had, is it any wonder that he is getting interested in virtual reality. 

Inception says it plans to use its "immersive technology to take audiences to the next level". 

Just the thing Packer would need if he still had a Hollywood production studio, or, pop chanteuse fiancee.   

According to the press release, Packer was one of the funders who helped to tip $US15 million into its 
coffers this week alongside Inception board member and angel investor Gigi Levy-Weiss – who is a bit of a 
rock star in Israeli start-up circles. 

There might be more Israeli action on the way for Packer who still lists an apartment in Hayarkon Street, Tel 
Aviv, as his address on ASIC documents for a lot of his companies – including his flagship groups, CPH Pty Ltd, 
and Crown Resorts. 
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Israel losing the public relations war against Palestinians 

The Australian, 4:20PM July 31, 2017 

CAROLINE OVERINGTON, Associate Editor, Sydney, @overingtonc 

Where do you stand on Israel? Has your opinion changed over time? I ask because it seems to me that the 
tide on Israel is turning. 

Seventy years ago, a clear majority of the world’s leaders believed in Israel’s right to exist as a home for the 
Jewish people. 

How could it be otherwise? 

More than six million of Europe’s Jews had died in the Holocaust. Those who survived lost their entire 
families. 

The creation of Israel, two years after the Holocaust, was reason to feel hopeful about humanity. 

A panel of global leaders, in the form of UN representatives, had taken a look at what happened to the 
Jewish people — how they had been driven from their homes and murdered in the streets; how they had 
been skinned, so their hides could be turned into lampshades and soap; how their infant children had been 
taken by the ankles and belted against brick walls; how they had been used for medical experiments, or 
taken by cattle train to extermination camps, where they were gassed, before their naked bodies were 
bulldozed into pits — and they had voted to create a permanent home for that most forsaken of people, the 
Jewish people, in Israel. 

The idea was always for Jews to share the Holy Land with the Palestinians. 

Israel accepted those terms in 1947. 

The Palestinians did not. 

When Israel declared its independence in 1948, it immediately came under attack from Arab neighbours. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/israel-losing-the-public-relations-war-against-palestinians/news-story/5f8ff49dc803393b069f2d3b5d6ead75
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/israel-losing-the-public-relations-war-against-palestinians/news-story/5f8ff49dc803393b069f2d3b5d6ead75
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Caroline+Overington
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Israel has not known a day of peace since. 

It has given an inch, in some cases miles, but peace has not been forthcoming. 

Israel won a six-day war for survival in 1967 by seizing the Golan Heights and the West Bank and East 
Jerusalem; and Israel to this day refuses to relinquish all that was taken, citing security concerns. 

Incensed Palestinian terrorists have had to find new ways to attack Israel, often shocking the world. 

It was Palestinian forces — the PLO — that took Israeli athletes hostage at the Munich Olympics in 1972, and 
murdered eleven of them. 

It was Palestinian forces that hijacked a cruise ship, the Achille Lauro, en-route to Israel in 1985, and pushed 
an elderly Jewish man in a wheelchair into the sea. 

In 1989, the Palestinians launched an intifada — an uprising — against Israel. 

It was around this time that I went to live there for a while. I was young and seeking adventure, and so I 
picked avocados and Kiwi fruit, and worked in plastics factory on a kibbutz, near the Sea of Galilee. 

I recall that time as mostly peaceful, although the air siren would sound every now and then, and we’d all 
gather in the bomb shelter, to drink Arak. 

Israel in those days had the support of many in the West, including Australia’s union movement, in part 
because the kibbutz system was a perfect, agrarian, socialist model. 

Everything was shared, including child care. 

But the threat to Israel’s survival was real. 

A second intifada, from the year 2000 onward, saw rockets being fired into Israel and wave after wave of 
suicide bombers from the occupied territories. Terrorists bombed buses, and blew themselves up in town 
squares. 

In 2003, Israel began building a wall to keep the suicide bombers out. The number of attacks against Jewish 
civilians has since fallen dramatically. 

Incensed, the Arab world calls the wall an “apartheid barrier.” Israel, for good reason, calls it a “security 
wall.” 

Despite or perhaps because of the ongoing security threat, Israel thrives. The GDP per capita is $35,000, 
which is healthy. Israel remains a parliamentary democracy, which is the best kind of government. There 
have been Arabs in the Knesset, or parliament, since the first parliament, in 1948. 

Every Jewish person in the world is still welcome there. Israel is among those nations that has elected a 
female prime minister. 

In short, Israel remains a thriving, delicate, precious, youthful democracy in the Middle East. 

In that sense, nothing has changed. But the language of the world is changing. 

The hatred of Israel, felt by so many, is now the fault of the Jewish people. Israel is to blame for failing to 
make peace with their neighbours. 

It is the Jewish people that stand in the way of a two-state solution, by refusing to relinquish land taken in a 
war for Israel’s survival. 

In this version of the world, it is the Palestinians, and Hamas in particular, that dearly want to live in 
harmony with Israel. 

That this idea could ever be allowed to take hold is evidence of just how badly Israel is losing the public 
relations war. 
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Forget the much-vaunted Jewish lobby: it is difficult these days to find anyone making a sympathetic case for 
Israel. 

These days, it’s all about recognising Palestine. 

The former NSW premier, Bob Carr, had a big win in NSW on this topic over the weekend, and he is now 
intent on bringing all of Australian Labor with him, saying “we can’t afford to be stranded in history.” 

Those words gave me chills. 

We are not more than seventy years on from the Holocaust, otherwise known as the stranding of the Jewish 
people to a certain, desperate fate. That is another chapter of history we cannot afford to forget. 
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Middle East debate sparks Labor warfare 

The Australian, 12:00AM July 31, 2017 

JOHN LYONS, Associate Editor (Digital Content), Sydney, @TheLyonsDen 

The Labor Party has broken into open warfare over Israel-Palestine, with Bob Carr accusing former federal 
cabinet colleague Mark Dreyfus of holding a secret meeting to try to “silence” him. 

Mr Carr, a former foreign minister, has discovered Mr Dreyfus and his Labor colleague Michael Danby met 
Chinese businessman Huang Xiangmo last year. 

Mr Carr is outraged that, in the early weeks of last year’s election campaign, Mr Dreyfus and Mr Danby went 
to see Mr Huang, who provided $1.8 million to start the Australia-China Relations Institute, which Mr Carr 
runs. 

While Mr Huang was the institute’s founding financier, it is now fully funded by the University of Technology 
Sydney. 

The accusation is contained in Balcony Over Jerusalem, a new book looking at how the media, lobby groups 
and political parties in Australia deal with the Israel-Palestine issue. “The purpose of the visit by the two 
Labor figures was to protest that I had the audacity to occasionally criticise Israel for spreading settlements 
on the West Bank,’’ Mr Carr said. 

“As it happened, I simply restated the policy of the Labor government that Dreyfus and I had been a part of 
and I used language little different from that used by the Obama administration. 

“The implication of the Dreyfus-Danby meeting with Huang was that he should use his position as financial 
supporter of the think tank that employed me to press me to cease expressing my opinion about Israel. It 
was, without any doubt, an attempt to pull levers to silence me from making points I’d made, on behalf of 
the last Labor government of which Dreyfus and I were part.” 

When told of Mr Carr’s claim that the meeting was an attempt to silence Carr, Mr Dreyfus said: “Bob Carr is 
not speaking on behalf of the former Labor government, and should not pretend to do so. The meeting to 
which Mr Carr refers was private.” 

Before that meeting, Mr Carr and Mr Dreyfus were close, and in 2013 Mr Carr had raised with colleagues the 
idea of Mr Dreyfus being a possible leader of the party. But the two men no longer talk. 

Mr Carr has driven a campaign to pressure Israel to agree to a two-state solution under which Palestinians 
would have their own state, as recommended in the original 1947 UN resolution. Mr Carr has argued that 
after 50 years of occupation, Israel will not agree to a Palestinian state unless pressured. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/media/objectivity-doesnt-come-easy-when-reporting-on-israel/news-story/3d7faf04fa1ff54a5d8c0daddab50c8f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/foreign-affairs/mark-dreyfus-lashes-out-at-bob-carr-over-israel/news-story/b49e470ca47359e5e4b686720d4dde38
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/state-politics/middle-east-debate-sparks-labor-warfare/news-story/9903796d28de61f1952f11d37f7bd651
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/state-politics/middle-east-debate-sparks-labor-warfare/news-story/9903796d28de61f1952f11d37f7bd651
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/John+Lyons
http://twitter.com/TheLyonsDen
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He argued yesterday at the NSW Labor conference that two-thirds of Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu’s cabinet members were opposed to a two-state solution, and they needed to know that 
countries such as Australia wish to protest about this. 

Due largely to the efforts of leader Bill Shorten, Mr Dreyfus and Mr Danby, Victoria is now the only branch 
that has not called for the recognition of Palestine. 

John Lyons is the author of Balcony Over Jerusalem 
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Queensland Labor conference to back Palestinian recognition 

The Australian, 6:48PM July 28, 2017 

SARAH ELKS, Queensland political reporter, Brisbane, @sarahelks 

Queensland Labor will tomorrow vote for the next federal Labor government to “immediately recognise” the 
state of Palestine. 

Delegates at tomorrow’s crucial pre-election Queensland Labor state conference in Townsville are expected 
to back the motion by the dominant Left faction, without much debate on the conference floor. 

It reaffirms a motion carried by the Queensland branch of the ALP at their state conference last year. 

While Queensland party officials have been working hard behind the scenes to sanitise the meeting of 
bruising policy debates ahead of the looming state election, this issue is likely to stoke tensions in other 
party branches and nationally. 

It differs from the federal Opposition’s support for a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and 
reflects a recent push by former Foreign Minister Bob Carr for Palestinian recognition. 

Queensland’s conference will also consider a motion to be moved by Queensland Right-faction federal MP 
Milton Dick, which will expressly back Mr Shorten’s position and Labor’s “long-held support for a two-state 
solution”. It is likely to fail without intense debate. 

Mr Shorten will address delegates at a conference dinner in Townsville tonight, before both he and 
Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk deliver keynote addresses at the one-day conference tomorrow. 
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